
Wedding guests, rejoice! Etiquette experts agree 
that the “cover your plate” rule for wedding presents 
is not true.  If you’re not familiar with this guideline, 
which was once popular in certain parts of the 
country, suggests that a wedding guest should 
give a gift that costs at least the same amount as 
the couple is spending per person on catering for 
the reception. This is problematic for a few reasons. 

For one, it implies attending a wedding is 
somehow transactional. It doesn’t take into account 
the different finances and gift budgets of the guests. 
And it presumes a guest would even know, or be 
able to figure out, what the couple was spending 
on wedding food and beverages. Etiquette expert 
and wedding planner Xochitl Gonzalez once offered 
an apt analogy highlighting the ridiculousness of the
rule. “When you are invited to a dinner party,  

How Much To Spend On A Wedding Gift? 6 Things To Consider

do you estimate the cost of groceries and alcohol and time spent cooking before you figure out what to spend on a 
bottle of wine? Of course not! You pick up a bottle of wine you think everyone will enjoy and that you can afford.”

Plus, should you really have to spend more just because a couple has chosen to host an extravagant celebration?
“A wedding is not a fundraiser, and no guest should ever feel obligated to give at a certain level, including the cost of a 
plate at the reception,” etiquette expert Thomas P. Farley, aka Mister Manners said. But without such guidance, guests 
often struggle with how much to spend on a wedding present, whether they’re choosing something off the registry, 
contributing to the couple’s Honeyfund account or giving cold hard cash. 

1. What’s your personal budget or current financial situation?
First and foremost, you should never spend more than you can afford on a wedding gift. The couple is (hopefully!) more 
concerned about your presence than your present. “If you’re not in a comfortable financial space, then it doesn’t matter 
what anyone suggests regarding how much to spend,” said planner Summer McLane of My Simply Perfect Events. “There 
is no need to overextend yourself financially in order to keep up with social norms.” 

If you have several weddings to attend in a short span of time, particularly if you’re acting as a bridesmaid or grooms-
man in any of them, be sure to take that into account as well. And if you’re really in a tough spot financially — like a 
grad student on a shoestring budget — you have a few options: Give what you’re able to give, chip in a smaller amount 
towards one of the pricier items on the couple’s registry, or just write the couple a card expressing your congratulations. 
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2. How close are you with the couple?
The closer you are with a bride or groom, the more you may want to spend on their gift. That probably means giving a 
bit more to a longtime best friend or close family member, and perhaps a bit less to a co-worker or distant cousin.
“If you have known the couple for a long time and or are very close to them, it makes sense that you would lean into a 
larger gift,” planner Jove Meyer of Jove Meyer Events said. “If you have known them for a shorter period of time, I think 
you could get away with a lower-priced gift.”

3. How far are you traveling for the wedding?
Between flights and hotels and other assorted expenses, attending a destination wedding can get pricey. Some etiquette 
experts say it’s OK to skip the gift for a destination wedding if your budget needs to, but it’s better to give something 
if you can. Others, including Farley, believe you should give a gift, regardless of how far you’re traveling to be there. 
“Incurring travel expenses to get to a wedding is not a ‘get out of giving a gift’ card,” he said. “Your decision to spend 
money to travel to the big event should be made independently of the considerations above.”

4. Are you bringing a plus-one?
If you’re bringing a date or your kids to the wedding (please make sure they’re invited first!), you may want to increase 
your gift budget. “The more people invited [with you], the more you should spend on the gift,” Meyer said.

5. Have you given gifts for other celebrations, like an engagement party or bridal shower?
Experts recommend using the 60-20-20 rule to allocate your gift budget if you’re attending multiple events leading up 
to one wedding, such as the engagement party or bridal shower. That means 60% of your budget goes toward the 
wedding gift, 20% goes toward the shower gift and 20% goes toward the engagement gift, though that last one is 
optional.

6. Are you RSVPing “no” to the wedding?
If you’re close with the couple and you can’t make it to their nuptials, it’s considerate to send a gift anyway ― although 
some experts say you don’t need to. If you’re not in a financial position to buy a present, sending a heartfelt card will do.
If you are going to send a gift, it’s OK to spend a little less than you might if you were actually attending.

A word on giving cash vs. buying off the registry

Different cultures and generations have diverging opinions about whether giving cash as a wedding gift is appropriate. 
These days, it’s becoming more and more common, and many etiquette experts agree it’s totally acceptable — 
especially in a time when many couples live together prior to getting married. They may already have all the Dutch 
ovens and champagne flutes they need. 

When giving cash, be sure to put it inside a handwritten card (and consider sending it before the wedding so it doesn’t 
get misplaced in the big day chaos). If you’re writing a check, be careful about how you fill it out so that the couple 
doesn’t run into trouble cashing it if they haven’t changed their last names yet or don’t plan to. And if you’d prefer not 
to give money for whatever reason, items on the couple’s registry are always a sure bet because you know it’s stuff they 
want or need.      Article source: http://bit.ly/2I8c8fG



This Week’s Exercise

Challenge your balanCe while working the small musCles that support your shoulder, 
known ColleCtively as the rotator Cuff. this move also makes for shapely upper arms.

1. stand on your left leg, and lift your right knee up until it is level with your hip. holding a 
    dumbbell in eaCh hand, raise your arms out to the side until your upper arms are parallel to 
    the ground. bend your elbows to 90 degrees.
2. maintaining a strong sense of balanCe, rotate your upper arms forward to bring your fists 
    to the floor; then rotate the upper arm baCkward to bring the fists up. do not lower or raise 
    your upper arms; keep them parallel to the floor. this Completes one rep.
3. do 10 to 15 reps, then switCh legs lifting the left leg up, and stand on the right foot for 
    another 10 to 15 reps to Complete the set.

use five- to eight-pound dumbbells.

Source: http://bit.ly/2IaekU1

Regular exercise can help you control your weight, reduce your risk of heart disease, and strengthen your bones 
and muscles. But if it’s been awhile since you’ve exercised and you have health issues or concerns,

it’s a good idea to talk to your doctor before starting a new exercise routine.

SINGLE-LEG SCARECROWS



     

 

 

   

                            

                  Directions

1. Combine the spices then season the tenderloin all over.

2. Preheat the grill to high, or preheat the broiler to high.

3. Grill or broil the tenderloin, covered on high 5 minutes on 
each side, then move to indirect heat if grilling, cover the grill 
and cook an additional 10 to 12 minutes, turning halfway, until 
an instant read thermometer inserted in the center reads 145°F* 
(about 22 to 25 minutes total). For a thicker tenderloin, add 
more time.

4. Let the pork rest about 5 minutes before slicing.

Ingredients

For the Cumin Spice Rub:
1/2 tbsp cumin
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp chili powder
1 teaspoon kosher salt
1/2 teaspoon paprika
1/4 teaspoon black pepper

For the Pork Tenderloin:
1 pork tenderloin, about 18 oz

GRILLED CUMIN SPICED 
PORK TENDERLOIN

     
Recipe source: 
http://bit.ly/2I70sd3

     

Nutrition Information

Serving: 3oz
 Calories: 162kcal
Carbohydrates: 2g

Protein: 27g
Fat: 5g

Saturated Fat: 0g
Polyunsaturated Fat: 0g

Monounsaturated Fat: 0g 
Trans Fat: 0g

Cholesterol: 81mg
Sodium: 351mg
Potassium: 0mg

Fiber: 1g
Sugar: 0g

Vitamin A: 0%
Vitamin C: 0%
Calcium: 0%

Iron: 0%
Freestyle Points: 3

Points +: 4


